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Explore Transformations of Rational Functions! Go to: https://www.desmos.com/calculator 1. Graph a. As x gets larger (approaches infinity) what happens to the graph? b. As x gets smaller (approaches negative infinity) what happens to the graph? c. As x approaches zero, what happens to the graph? d. For what value(s) of the function is the function undefined? e. How many asymptotes does the function have? Describe the asymptotes and give the equations for them. f.



What is the domain of the function?



g. What is the range of the function? h. What is a key coordinate to use when graphing this parent function?



Now let’s explore transformations! 2. Graph ,



,



a. What happens as “a” changes? b. Change “a” to negative values. Now what happens? c. Did the asymptotes change when “a” changes? d. Did the key coordinate for the parent function change when “a” changes?



3. Graph



,



,



a. What happens as “h” changes? b. Change “h” to negative values. Now what happens? c. Did the asymptotes change when “h” changes/



d. Did the key coordinate for the parent function change when “h” changes?



4. Graph



,



,



a. What happens as “k” changes? b. Change “k” to negative values. Now what happens? c. Did the asymptotes change when “k” changes/ d. Did the key coordinate for the parent function change when “k” changes?



5. Use the attached graph paper to sketch the following graphs. Identify at least 1 key point and the asymptotes. a.



d.



b.



e.



c.



f.
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Quadratic Transformations 

Procedure: This activity is best done by students working in small teams of 2-3 people each. Develop. 1. Group work: Graphing exploration activity. 2.
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Explore and Challenge - GitHub 

Open Scratch GPIO from the desktop using the Scratch GPIO icon (we do not need the ... This is where you build your scripts by locking various blocks together.
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Select the Variables tab and add a new variable by pressing the "Make a variable" button, call it Score and set it to be For all sprites. We will also need to create a list to hold our sequence of lights, we will call it GameList: Press the "Make a l
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Page 1 of 4. LESSON OVERVIEW. This activity will allow students to explore, identify, and perform static transformations on. the coordinate plane. LESSON SUMMARY. Duration 45- 60 minutes. GETTING STARTED (â€‹5 - 10 min). â—‹ Introduce the activity. â
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Explore and Challenge Scratch GPIO: Pi-Stop Traffic Sequence - Create your own ... Once you have started the Raspberry Pi desktop, open Scratch using the ...
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WORKSHEET: Tick the checkbox marked "I've created the Pi-Stop STOP and GO sequences". The Final Program - Changing Lights. At the moment our program ...
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rotation: â€‹describes the movement of a figure around a fixed point. Students may ... Activities 13 - 14: Reflectionâ€‹- Students explore reflection over x or y axis.
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Ex 3. Write the f(x) form of the function given the following transformations. 1. right 5. 2. H. Exp. by 3. 3. H. flip. 4. V. comp by Â½. 5. Down 8. Ex 4. Describe the transformation of ( ). (. ) 1. 2 cos2 ++âˆ’. = Ï€ x xf to. ( )Ï€âˆ’. = x y cos4. E
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The distance is measurable as soon as the number of atoms per unit ... however, which has the special quality of consisting of electrically charged particles and .... appears in the spectrogram next to a continuous spectrum in the long-wave.
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noisy speech, these two operations lead to some degrada- tion in recognition performance for clean speech. In this paper, we try to alleviate this problem, first by introducing the energy information back into the PAC based features, and second by st
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Consumes, produces, and/or transforms data. â—‹ Raises at least one data storage concern, data privacy concern, or data security concern. You are also required ...
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